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DECISION
and

DIRECTION OF ELECTION

On November 9, 1979, Council f4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (Union) filed
with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (Board) a peti-
tion for designation of representative for a unit of employees of
the Board of Trustees, State Tee-hnical  Colleges (Respondent)
consisting of

All Administrative Facility including but not limited to
Deans, Associate Deans, Directors of Admissions, Registrars,
Director of Administrative Services, Directors of Instruc-
tional Services, Personal Secretaries, Data Processing
Technicians, Book Store Managers, Division Directors,
Administrative Assistants & Counsellors II.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been duly taken the
matter came before the Board for hearings on May 6 and May 29, 1980,
at which the parties appeared, were represented by counsel, and

. were fully heard. Both parties filed written briefs which were
received by the Board on August 1, 19130.

The Hearings

At the hearings it appeared that the issues between the parties
concerned the propriety of including the positions of dean of instruc-
tion, dean of students, and associate dean. Respondent claimed that
these positions should be excluded as managerial; that the dean of
instruction should be excluded on the additional ground of confiden-
tiality. It was stipulated that the unit should include the following
positions: director of administrative services, director of admissions,
registrar, division director, and data urocessing technician. The
parties stipulated to the following exclusions: counselor II, per-
sonal secretary, bookstore manager, administrative assistant, and
all other positions.

Respondent's claim that the deans should be excluded as managerial
employees is in effect a request that we reconsider and reverse our
recent ruling in State of Connecticut and SMAC, Dec. NO. 1908 (June
24, 1980).
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The claim of confidentiality for the dean of instruction's
position is based on evident,0 that one former. dean of instructicn
(who is now president of one of the colleges) was for two series
of negotiating sersions between Responded  and AFT (the repre-
sentative of the teachers' unit) a member of Respondent's nego-
tiating team. During these negotiations this dean of instruction

. .

asked other
sessions on
be absent.

deans of-instruc-tion  to take his place at negotiating
the rare occasions when he (t!le team member) had to

Discussion

I.

The claim of implied managerial exclusion must fail. In
State of C0nnecticu.t (SNt1C),  Dec. No. 19% (6/24/80) we traced
the legislative history of our State labor acts and found no basis
in it for implying a managerial exclusion. Respondent here asks
us to review and, in effect, overrule that decision. It's argu-
ment is summarized in a heading in its brief: "Statutory inter- *
pretation permits, a.nd underlying public policy requires, an
implied managerial exclusion for persons who are more than mere
supervisors yet are not appointed officials within the meaning of
the act." (St. br. p. 9). We C3MOt  aCCi?pt this argument.

We do not think that statutory interpretation permits the
result urged by the State - at least if the process of interpreta.-
tion is confined to a sincere quest for what the General Assembly
probably intended, rather than an attempt to fit words to accommodate
an end which some party or the tribunal wants to reach. The statute
itself defines employee broadly as meaning "any employee of an em-
ployer, whether or not in the classified service of the employer."
This unquestionably includes managerial employees. There follows
a list of specific exceptions or exclusions: "elected or appointed
officials, board and commission members, part-time employees who
work less than twenty hours per week and confidential employees."
Sec. 5-270(b). Some managerial employees nay fall within one or
more of these exceptions; department heads for example are appointed
officials. But if they do not, they are not expressly  excluded from
the unit.

Supervisory employees are specifically defined in the Act,
Sec. 5-270(f), and this subsection expressly provides that llsuch
individuals shall be employees within the meaning of subsection
of this section." Id. (4).

(b)

exclude managerial zployees.
This subsection does not expressly

There is, then, nothing in the language of the Act that warrants
exclusion of those managerial employees who are not included in the
express exceptions. The State does not contend otherwise. It
argues, however, that (1) such exclusion should be implied and (2)
the term "appointed officials " should be construed to include all _
managerial employees.

In our decision upon the m petition we found that the legis-
lative history of our State labor acts precluded the implication of
any exclusion of managerial employees. The summary of that history
is this: the original State labor relations act was construed in
1964 by the State Supreme Court to exclude supervisors. Since then
every legislative action dealing with the question, either by way
of amending existing statutes or of enacting new statutes to cover
additional classes of employees, has broadened the scope of the
statutes ’ protection and included ever higher ranks of supervision.*
We concluded from this that there was no room for im 1 inp an excep-
tion for a group of supervisory (or other manageria.*oyees not
mentioned in the carefully worded list of express exceptions. We
felt that such an implication would fly directly in the fact of the
whole trend of Connecticut legislation towards including larger and
higher groups of employees.

* The steps are treated in some detail in Decision No. 1908,
PP. 4, 5. .
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.: -’ The State ismistaken in.attributing  to us'the "view that the
inclusion- of 'sucervisorv  emolovees' and the exclusion of 'anoointed
officials'

_a------
necessarily cover's the entire spectrum of management

positions." (St. br. p. 10). That is not our view. We recognize
the existence of a broad range of managerial employees between
supervisors (as defined in the Act) and department heads - the
group often called middle management. Our view is simply that
these employees are not excluded from the coverage of the Act,
either expressly or by implication.

The State takes issue with our unwillingness to find an implied
managerial exclusion. It urges two considerations as favoring such
implication: (1) NLRB decisions and federal cases construing the
national labor acts; and (2) the clear demands of public policy.
We treat these in order.

It is true that NLRB and the federal courts (including the
U. S. Supreme Court) have found a managerial exclusion implied
under the federal act as amended by Taft-Hartley in 1947. See, e.g.,

s NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co. (Div. of Textron) 416 U.S. 267, 85 LRRM
2924)Butsn No. 1908, supra, the197 .
history of the federal legislation is almost the exact oppa of
the course of legislation in Connecticut. The language of the
original acts was virtually identical (ours was copied from the
Wagner Act) but the United States Supreme Court interpreted the
federal act to include supervisors. Packard Motor Car Co. v. NLRB,
330 U.S. 485, 19 LRRM 2397 (1947). Thus. it will be noted.' the
federal law at the beginning was-interpreted more expansively than
our State law (though the language was the same). The same year (1947)
Congress passed the Taft-Hartley law which - among other things -
expressly excluded all supervisors from the act. The federal law,
then, started with an expansive court decision which was followed by
very restrictive legislation. The Connecticut law started with a
very restrictive court decision which was followed by a series of
ever-widening legislative inclusions of supervisory and (in the case
of MERA, expressly) middle management employees below department
heads.

The United States Supreme Court may have been justified in .
implying a managerial exclusion in view of the history of federal
legislation though some aspects of this implication have been ques-
tionedin able dissent by four of the justices. See NLRB v. Eel1
Aeros-ozce  Co., supra. Be that as it may, it would constitute
"mechanical juredencel' indeed to carry over that implication
to our law with its entirely different legislative history.

The discussion so far on this point has been directed to those
managerial emnloyees concerned with the formulation or implementation
of labor relations policies. Here the case for exclusion is strongest.
In Bell Aerospace the federal Supreme Court by a bare majority of the
justices extended t'ne implied exclusion to managerial employees who
participated in policy decisions of the employer that did not concern
labor relations (such as the decisions in this case concernin&  poli-
cies towar'ds admission of students or student activity). See also
NLRB v, Yeshiv Universitv, 103 LRRM 2526 (U.S. 1980). Whatever
justification for such implication there may be under federal law,
there seems to be none whatever under our State law.

.The State also urges that "underlying public policy requires"
an imnlied managerial exclusion. Such a consideration certainlv
has a legitimate-bearing  on the issue of statutory construction.-
No doubt tribunals should decline to follow even the plain meaning
of statutory language if that would lead to a result manifestly
inconsistent with the clear dictates of public policy. But public
policy is "an unruly horse," and he who would ride it must do so with
care. Here the only relevant policy mentioned in the State's brief
is the dual policy of the Act: (1) to accord to 'supervisory
employees' as defined in the Act, the right to bargain, and (2) to
exclude frorbargaining  those managers wilose  positions involve the
kind of responsibilities which are inconsistent with the exercise
of bargaining rights." (St. br. p. 12).
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The first of these policies is expressly implemented by the Act,
section 5-.270(f),  and its acceptance by the Legislature may be in-
ferred. That is not true of the second. Rather that is the State's
formulation of a policy which it thinks ought to govern legislative
action. We agree that these are considerations of policy that may
be thought to militate against bargaining rights for managers, but
these considerations do not stand alone and unopposed. If they did
we might perhaps safely assume that they must have guided the Legis-
lature's action. Eut this would be a gross oversimplification of
the problem. A very strong policy current in the Legislature's
attitude tobJards labor relations is a belief in the efficacy of
collective bargaining as a solution of conflicts between employer
and employee. And managers may have differences and conflict ririth
their employer about their own wages, hours, and other conditions
of employment, although managers act for their employer's interests
in dealing with subordinate employees. Time and again we have wit-
nessed situations where excluded supervisory personnel have been -
or at least have felt - aggrieved by being treated less favorably
than their unionized subordinates. It is probably this fact that
has generated the pressure towards the trend we fird  in legislation
and towards petitions such as the present one. The situstion is not,
then, one in VJhich a single policy consideration would be accepted
without question by all.men of good will. Ra-ther it is one in :Jhich
there are competing policy considerations. And in such a situation
this Board cannot blandly assume that the Legislature must have been
guided by the single consideration urged by the State when there is
nothing in the statutory le.n,gage  to suggest that result.

Perhaps the stror.gest,ergument  for an implied exclusion of
managerial employees turns on the express inclusion of supervisors.
If our interpretation of section 5-27G(b) is correct then super-
visors were included in the ACt by that subsection and there !J~S no
need to provide for their ir&usion in subsection (f)(4). The e.xpress
provision for their inclusion in the I.atter subsection, there.fore
might suggest that they were not alrcndy covered by subsection (bj.
And if supervisors were not covered in subsection (b) then, a for*tiori,
managers were not. On A formal level this argument has plauyibility
but we do not think it furnishes t'ne true explanation of what happened.
The first definition of supervisor in any of our St;ite  statutes
appeared in KE2A. 1965 P.A. 159. This was very much like the
definition in section 5-270(f) except that it bade t‘ne Board to
consider whether the principal functions o f the position were chnrac-
terized by anjr one of .the four listed criteria. The original pro-
vision did not put all supervisors under MERA's protection though it
was the first step towa.rds liberalizing the restrictive rule of
Conn. SLRB v, Greenwich Taxi Co., 151  Conn. 573  (1964).
tion of supervisor in MERI1  was

The defini-
modified (in favor of broader inclusion)

in 1967 (1957  P.A. @I), and carried over into the private sector act
the same year. 1967 P.A. 497. The last mentioned amendment first
intro&aced the provision expressly putting supervisors under the
protection of the act and thereby overruling Greeny;Jich  Taxi. This,
of course, represented a victory for the labor movement and we think
that the provision embodying it was carried into the new State
employees statute to assure the fruits of that victory against the'
possibility of some future court decision like the Greenvrich  Taxi

'case. We do not believe that the possible implications of section
5-270(f) for middle management ever entered the minds of the legis-
lators who enacted it. At that time no decision by the Board or by
a Connecticut court had dealt with or even mentioned the concept of
msnagerial  employee. In the only case that dealt with the problem
that concept was not invoked by the parties and the Board decided it
by ruling that municipal department heads should be excluded as
supervisors under the provisions of MEFLA  as it then stood. Citv of
Waterbury, Dec. No. 767 (1967). At this stage of our development
the notion of a managerial employee as distinct from a supervisor
had not yet taken shape; it was not in anyone's mind. Against this
background we think it unlikely that the General Assembly intended
to imply an exclusion of managers by its inclusion of supervisors.
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II.

The claim that the term "appointed officials" should be con-
strued to include middle management  must fail. It is true that the
term is sometimes used to mean employees at or below the managerial
level. Our civil service statutes, for example, refer to agency
heads as appointing  authorities  and to their selection of employees
from civil service lists as "appointments." Conn.  Gen.  Stat.  Sec.
5-196. Moreover  all faculty members as well as deans are l'appointed."
Surely the General Assembly did not mean to use the term here in that
broad sense as sections 5-170(b) and 5-275(b)(4) make clear.  But if
appointment  does not include any selection or hiring by an agency
head (or his delcgee) then it must mean a particular  type of appoint-
merit. This Board and its staff are charged with administering  the
Act including  the practical  problems under it of mediating  and securing
agreements to the dimensions of units and arranging for elections.
In doing so we have always believed that "appointed officials't  mean
those appointed by the Governor  and, until the present argument  was

, advanced, we have found this  interpretation  universally  shared by all
parties to *the  elections and cases before us.

In its brief the State stresses the ambiguity  that lurks in the
word "officials." The existence of such ambiguity  may be conceded.
The limitation  we find inheres in the word "appointed."

III.

Respondent  also claims that the deans of instruction  should be
excluded from the unit as confidential employees because of their
"well-established  and.substantial  role in collective bargaining."
(St. br. pp. 9, 16-17). Confidential  employees are expressly
excluded from coverage by the Act.
is defined to mean

Sec. 5-270(b). Such employee
"any public employee who would have access to

confidential information  used in collective bargaining."
270(e).

Sec. 5-
T'ne question is then whether the deans of instruction  fall

within the statutory definition  of confidential employees.

On this issue the State,called  as a witness Kenneth DeRego who
was then acting president  of the Waterbury State Technical College.
He had been dean of instruction  at that college from 1976 to Septem-
ber 1979. During that tiue he had served on Respondent's  negotiating
team in two series of negotiations  with tine faculty unit,  represented
by AFT. There wa.s, however, no mention of this  function in the job
description  (Ex. #2) and no evidence t'nat  any other dean of instruc-
tion performed it except that DeRego would ask one of his fellow
deans of instruction  to attend sessions in his place on the rare
occasions when he had to be absent. There was no evidence +&at
DeRego's successor was assigned to play any role in negotiations.

No evidence before us shows  that any dean of instruc%ion  is
presently  active in connection  with negotiations or has been assigned
to participate  in such negotiations. We have consistently  decided
issues  like this  on the basis of the situation existing at the time
of the hearing, without prejudice to the filing of a new petition
if there should thereafter  be a material change in that situation.

A further question, not raised by either party,  must be decided.
The Union is here seeking a separate unit of administrative  employees.
Because of the potential conflict of interest engendered by including
supervisors and supervised  in the same  unit the Legislature  has often
provided for separate un.its and we have recognized that  this separa-
tion  is a suitable means to minimize the threat posed by conflicting
loyalties.  See, e.g.,  State of Connecticut (SWCl,  Dee: No. 1908 -
(6,'24/EO). The separate unit sought here is therefore consistent
with  broad State policy. The Act requires,  however,  that  there can
be onlv one unit for the facultv of the Technical Colleges. Section
5-275(b)(4); University  of Connecticut  (A!,UFl,  Dec. No.-1856 (Z/4/80).
We must decide.  therefore. whether the deans covered by the petition
are members ofthe  faculty within the meaning of the Act. In many
institutions deans share the teaching responsibilities  of faculty
members  and are themselves regarded as faculty members, Tii.s  is the
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European tradition where faculty members often serve as deans for
short periods on a rotating basis, so that the dean is regarded as
simply primus inter pares for those periods. The evidence here,
however, indicates that the deans in question are administrative
officers without teaching functions. We hold that such deans are
?c.$ members of the faculty within the meaning of Section ?-275(b)

P and may therefore become members of a non-faculty unit.

Direction of Election

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecti-
cut State Board of Labor Relations by An Act Concerning Collective
Bargaining for State Employees, it is hereby

DIRECTED that an election by secret ballot shall be conducted
under the auspices of the Agent of the Board within forty-five
(45) days of the date of issuance hereof among all non-faculty
professional employees of the State Technical Colleges including
director of administrative services, director of admissions,
registrar, division director, data processing technician, deans
of instruction, deans of students, assocSste deans; and excluding
counselor II, personal secretary, bookstore manager, administrative
assistelt, and all other positions, to determine whether or not
they desire to be re

E
resented

gaining by Council #
for the purposes of collective bar-

, American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Fleming James, Jr.
Fleming James, Jr., Chairman

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

TO:

Clinton L. Tatsch, Executive Director
Board of Trustees, State Technical Colleges
61 Woodland Street CERTIFIED (RRR)
Hartford, Connecticut 06105

James O'Brien, President
Board of Trustees, State Technical Colleges
61 Woodland Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

Philip Collins, Esq.
Allan W. Drachman, P.C.
185 Devonshire Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

Harry Fishman, Staff Representative
Council #4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
742 Worthington Ridge
Berlin, Connecticut 06037

J. William Gagne, Jr., Esq.
207 Washington Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106
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